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Love for Liberation: African Independence, Black Power and a Diaspora Underground
Dr. Robin J. Hayes

Dr. Robin J. Hayes discusses her new narrative history book, which follows activists including Malcolm X, Kathleen Cleaver, and Frantz Fanon as they become frustrated with the slow progress of racial justice, forge relationships across borders, and lay groundwork for the Black Lives Matter movement.

Dr. Robin J. Hayes is a prize-winning filmmaker, author and scholar. After completing graduate work at the Sorbonne and Yale, Robin wrote, produced, and directed the documentary BLACK AND CUBA (Amazon Prime), published essays in The Atlantic, and produced the play 9 GRAMS (directed by Emmy winner S. Epatha Merkerson). Her work has been funded by the Tides Foundation, Ford Foundation, and National Endowment for the Humanities. A surfing and contemporary art enthusiast, Robin is repped by UTA and based in Los Angeles.
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